
   As an architect, lighting

designer or engineer, the

linear fluorescent lighting you

specify should provide a

distinctive style, be available

in suspended and wall

mountings, and offer a choice

of housing shapes.

   So we made Trilinea

visually interesting.

   In an era of doing more with

less, and delivering outstand-

ing performance on a tight

budget, your fixture has to

combine high quality and

excellent value.

   So we made Trilinea

affordable.

   To save money on

installation and maintenance,

your fixture should be

modular, engineered for T-bar

mounting and quick-connect

wiring.

   So we made Trilinea

easy to install.

   For demanding applications,

such as in schools or libraries,

your fixture’s photometric

distribution should be

configurable.

   So we made Trilinea with

variable optics.

   A specification-grade

aluminum series with a unique

balance of style and substance,

Trilinea is the fixture that

offers you more.
Precision Architectural Lighting
4830 Timber Creek Drive, Houston, TX 77017
Phone (713) 946-4343   Fax (713) 946-4441
www.pal-lighting.com

A leading manufacturer of high-quality linear fluorescent lighting fixtures,
Precision Architectural Lighting designs and builds products that reflect the
highest standards of craftsmanship and performance. In addition, P.A.L.
backs each specification with a team of lighting professionals who help
ensure your project’s success—and your satisfaction.

Mounting C - Fully Adjustable Cable (36”)
CSA - Semi Adjustable Cable (specify length)
15’, 18”, 21”, 24”, 27”, 30”, or 36”
J - Ceiling
(100% direct only)

TRS02 - O - 12 - C - OP/PB - F01G - V - T8 - ( )

Series (See Abo ve)

Housing Style
E
Elliptical
O
Obround
R
Rectangular

Standar d Lengths
4’, 8’, 12’

Standar d Finish
F01M Matte White
Premium Finishes
F01G Gloss White F12 Ultrasonic Clear
F02 Ivory F13 Merlot
F03 Stonewash F14 Red Skies
F04 Camel F15 Lemon
F05 Gray Day F16 Forest Hunter
F06 Pebble Beach F17 Olive
F07 Steel F18 Khaki
F08 Gray Seal F19 Hunter Green
F09 Mocha F20 Blue Print
F10 Bronzed F21 Reflex Blue
F11 Black F22 Navy
      FCC = Custom Color

Volta ge
120
277

Lamp Type
T8
T5HO

Options
<10%
Less than 10% THD
ballast for T8 lamp
EM
Emergency battery pack
2Ckt
Two circuit wiring
Dim
Dimming
FS
Fusing
CFC
Coiled feed cord
DC
Clear acrylic dust cover

Indirect Optical Contr ol
OP
60% up - 40% down
TP4
40% up - 60% down
TP2
20% up - 80% down
SP
0% up - 100% down

Direct Optical Contr ol
PB
Parabolic Semi-specular
Baffle
PBW
White Parabolic Baffle

TRS02-E  TRS03-E TRS04-E TRP01-E TRP02-E

TRS02-O TRS03-O TRS04-O TRP01-O TRP02-O

TRS02-R TRS03-R TRS04-R TRP01-R TRP02-R

 Connectors

TRS-O-L90 TRS-O-T  (Obround only) TRS-O-X  (Obround only)     TRS-E-L90                           TRS-R-L90Cable/Non Feed

Cable/Straight Feed Cord

The Trilinea system’s 90-degreee cast corners provide seamless

connections between fixtures. The Trilinea obround is also available with

‘T’ and ‘X’ connectors for greater pattern flexibility.

Providing aesthetic as well as performance benefits, Trilinea’s baffle

options offer even greater control in demanding environments. The white

parabolic baffle (left) provides a brighter environment, while the semi-

specular parabolic baffle (right) affords greater visual comfort.

Pendant Mount Series                                             Wall Mount Series

TRS01-E

TRS01-O

TRS01-R

Mountings

Wall Mount

Trilinea™: Better By Design

A complete lighting system, including three housing shapes, matching cast

connectors and a choice of suspended and wall-mount versions (elliptical

shown above), the new Trilinea series of linear fluorescent fixtures

combines outstanding performance with value and application flexibility.

By Precision Architectural Lighting
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Variable Photometrics for Maximum Application Flexibility

With a positive alignment system in continuous

rows, quick-connect wiring harness and modular

T-bar mounting, the Trilinea series is one of the

most contractor-friendly fixtures you can choose—

and, with its lightweight extruded aluminum

construction, one of the most rigid and durable. Standard

lengths of 4 ft., 8 ft. and 12 ft. are complemented by a

fully adjustable cable suspension to further facilitate

installation. The baked-on, powder-coat finish helps

ensure lasting beauty.

Available in three stylish housings—obround, elliptical

(shown above) and rectangular (below)—the new extruded-

aluminum Trilinea can be specified with four different

distributions of direct and direct/indirect light for an

unprecedented degree of application flexibility. The series

includes both suspended and wall-mounted fixtures, and its

combination of high quality, outstanding performance and

affordability makes it an ideal choice for classrooms and

offices. Note the visual interest of the Trilinea rectangular’s

fluted sides and the Trilinea elliptical’s “reveal”.

As durable as it is beautiful, the Trilinea series also excels in performance.

Incorporating light-modulating optical panels and a highly

efficient reflector system, Trilinea enables you to

choose the amount of downlight you need for a

particular installation, providing a greater

selection of optical choices than

typical linear fluorescent fixtures.

For most applications, the

standard configuration of 60%

uplight and 40% downlight

provides the ideal balance

of comfortable illumination.

However, for specialized

settings, Trilinea can be

ordered with a 40% uplight/

60% downlight; 20% uplight/

80% downlight; or even a 100%

downlight distribution. This flexibility,

combined with either a semi-specular

parabolic baffle or a white parabolic baffle, and a

choice of T5HO or T8 lamps, allows Trilinea to meet a wide

range of applications with a minimum of fixtures—and expense. And with

its superb construction and finish, your Trilinea installation will provide many years of

trouble-free service.
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Featuring innovative

light-modulating panels

and a highly efficient

reflector design, the

Trilinea series lets you

specify any of four

different photometric

distribution options.
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